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About KISURA  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

KISURA is Germany’s first curated shopping platform for women's 
fashion. For four years now, the Berlin startup has been offering its 
customers shopping assistance at www.kisura.de by professional 
stylists: Simply register and let us advise you personally - via video or 
live chat, Skype or on the phone - and receive lovingly packaged 
outfits! The KISURA Box arrives on your doorstep without any 
obligations and free of charge. 
KISURA is exclusively for women and offers women’s fashion from a 
wide range of national and international brands. Since May 2013, 
thousands and thousands of women have already decided to use the 
service of KISURA for the comfort of having a personal stylist, the 
expertise and time savings it offers. 

 

The Concept – 
Personal Shopping 
Assistance Meets 
Technology   
 

KISURA is working on the revolution of classic fashion retail through 
the sales approach "Curated Shopping": The Berlin fashion tech 
startup has set itself the goal of offering women a new and 
comfortable way to discover new clothing. 
After a registration and filling out their personal profile on our website 
with sizes, preferences and wishes, a contact person from the 
KISURA styling team gets in touch with the customer. Each KISURA 
Box contains individual looks and is specifically designed for the 
customer - no identical boxes leave the house. Alone or with the help 
of the stylist, the customer decides what she keeps. The rest will be 
returned to KISURA - free of charge. The stylists are trustworthy 
experts for all fashion and stylistic questions and maintain a friendly 
relationship with the customer.  
As a first step, an algorithm selects the best stylist for each customer 
based on their information. With the help of an internally developed 
KISURA shop system that supports the stylists in their work, items, 
most suitable for the customer, can be chosen from a wide range of 
products. These recommendations help the stylist to select the 
products, which are ultimately sent home to the customer. At 
KISURA, artificial intelligence supports human creativity, allowing the 
stylist more time to fully focus on the client. A service extension of an 
abonnement, an one-time only or regular shipping option, is an 
integrated feature to make the purchase experience for customers 
even more comfortable. 

http://www.kisura.de/


The Business Model 
& Developments in 
the Market 
 

The business model of KISURA is based on the classic retail market: 
our company works with manufacturers, who we are supplied by and 
with a commercially available discount. The customer pays the usual 
retail prices and KISURA finances itself with the difference.  
The idea of KISURA as a personalized shopping platform with 
excellent service instead of anonymity speaks for itself, as it has also 
been taken over by bigger companies to answer the customer’s wish 
for guidance and inspiration.  

The Customers 
 
 

 

Customers benefitting from KISURA are mostly women – but 
especially mothers - striving for more spare time and looking for 
fashion inspiration and advice.  
A lot of customer outfit requests are either business or free time 
related, but so are seasonally associated outfits, like a best friend’s 
wedding or New Year’s Eve. A perfect fit to make the customer feel 
good and flatter their figure is therefore inalienable. Apart from that, 
some women like to discover a new style for themselves and get out 
of their comfort zone. Most customers are aged between 30 and 50 
years. 

 

The Philosophy 
 

KISURA is Swahili and means "magically beautiful woman". The 
startup believes in the beauty of every woman and helps every 
customer feel confident and beautiful in their outfits - regardless of 
the size or the budget! 

 
The Portfolio 
 

KISURA cooperates with high quality national and international 
brands to meet the customer’s and their own requirements, which are 
satisfied customers. The price range for dresses, for example, starts 
at 50€ and can go up to 500€, including stock- and plus-sizes, 
summer dresses and even wedding wear.  In 2015 KISURA started 
offering fitness looks with the Sporty Box. A year later, in summer of 
2016, KISURA has been cooperating with the jewelry company 
CHRIST and has expanded its portfolio with selected jewelry from 
more than 27 brands. In 2017 and at the customer’s request, KISURA 
expanded its range of sustainable brands; it is since then possible to 
order a Green Fashion Box from your stylist.  

The Stylists 
 

The styling team at KISURA convinces with experience, enthusiasm 
for the job and the feeling for fashion and trends. The joy of working 
with people and the empathy for the individual needs of the 
customers are the first priorities for the employees. The team 
consists of different personalities with many years of experience in 
the fashion business, such as in the fields of design and design 
management as well as in retailing. With these backgrounds, the 
stylists acquired their competences in collaboration with labels such 
as Kenzo, Fendi, Oui and Cecil. 

 
The International 
Team 
 

The team consists of tech- and fashion aficionados, representing 15 
countries, speaking 14 languages. Due to the title of a global startup, 
the company language is English. 



The Founders 
 

Tanja Bogumil and Linh Nguyen are both head and heart of KISURA. 
During their studies at the Handelshochschule Leipzig, both 
discovered their passion for entrepreneurship and began to think 
about ideas for a joined company.  
Before launching KISURA, both entrepreneurs initially collected 
individual founding experience: After working in the business 
development department at an online eyewear retailer called “Mister 
Spex”, Tanja Bogumil founded “Modemeister.com”, a Curated 
Shopping Service for Men.  
Linh Nguyen launched “VAOVIA”, an online platform for the creation of 
CVs in 2010, before joining M&A consultants Corporate Finance 
Partners.  
At KISURA, the founder duo is divided by function: Linh Nguyen is 
responsible for Finance & Operations, while Tanja Bogumil is 
responsible for the product and the communication department. In 
addition to their work, the two women are committed to inspire other 
women for entrepreneurship in the tech startup scene. 
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Facebook: www.facebook.com/Kisura.de  
Instagram: www.instagram.com/kisura_official  

Twitter: www.twitter.com/Kisura_Official  
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